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MODERH METHODS OF FUEL TESTIl?~*

By F. Seeber

The knook rating of aviation fuel~ by the convention-
al octane scale In the CFR engine is defective and proceeds
from misleading premises.

After a brief eurvey of the commonly used single-value
test methods, ,the Importance of the determination of the
incipient knock for the octane num-oer 1S discussed and im-
provements suggested for the knock testing in the CFR en-
gine. But the difficulty of transferring the findings
from-the test en.glne to sinqle-cylinder and multicylinder
airplane engines Is still unsolved.

The DVL supercharge test method with Its superiority
of direct determination of fuel knock in each single cyl-
inder of an airplane en%ine without involving structural
changes, Is described and the advantages of a multiple-value
method enumerated. Owing to the far-reaching adaptability
of the test conditions of the supercharge method to the
conditions of flight operation, a diagrammatic presenta-
tion of the knock characteristics in mmde poscible, which
is of .<reat significance for the further development of

. high-output aircrRft engine8 and their fuels.

Ii;!!?RODUCTION

The demmnds made on bviation fuels for high take-off
power and for low fuel cgnsumptlon at comparatively.high
cruising powers are, as is known, limited by the fuel
knock in spark-ignition engines. High engine powers are
most favorably achieved by hiqher mean effective pressures
The latter are most severely affected by the octane number
of a fuel, according to Zllor (reference 1). But , tried
out in the airplane engine, it wne found that the rating
of knock tendency by octane number under fixed test condi-
tions, is Insuffj.clent and may lead to erroneous conclu-
sions. The remedy called for new scales of appraisal,
which are described in the presetit re~ort. The treatment,
.— —-. -—— ---- ._________ _____ —— -——

*liNeuere Verf,nhren der Kraftstoffpr~fung ,11 Luftfahrt-
forschun~, VOIG 16, no, 8, Auqust 20, 19X9, ppo 431-.
437.
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however, is confined exclusively to the short-time tests
in eingle-cylinder assemblies: any discussion of the tesb-
ing of fuel-endurance behavior would be premature, since
this test is still In the experimental stage.

KNOCK TESTING IN THE CB’E ENGINE

a) Rating by Octane Number

The knock rating of aviation fuels is at present al-
most exclusively carried out in the CFR engine, and in
Germany, of late, in the I.G. test apparatus. In both the
fuel is made to knock by changing the compression ratio.
The intensity of the knock, which :s maintained in these
tests, is defined for a certain deflection on the knock
meter.

The knock characteristics of the test fuel are, as
is well known, compared with those of %lends from refer-
ence fuels - the standard reference fuels being iso-octane
and n-heptane. The knock rating of iso-octane was arbi-
trarily set at 100, and that of n-heptane at 0,

“Thus the knock rating of fuels today is by nfizGo
of the octane. number: I.e., the amount of iso-octane of a
blend of iso-octane and n-heptane which, under certain
test conditions has the same knock characteristics as the
fuel to be tested.

Since this test was chiefly intended as a check on
the fuel manufacture and therefore on the uniformity of
the delivered product, it was believed that the testing of
the knock characteristics of the various fuels could be
effected without recording pressure, temperature, or heat
transfer.

The following test methods are in present use (refer-
ence 2):

1. CFR research

2. CFR and I.G.
many )

3. Modified CFR

method (Italy)

engine methods, respectively (Ger-

,

engine method (Englend, France)

—.. - , , , . . . .. ..... . .. ■ ✌� —mm- m m mm 11 - 1 ml ■ nmml
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.

4. CI’R low-temperature. method (U.S.A.)
,..

5. . ““ “’
.,..,.

CFR-L 3-method (U.S.A;) “--” ‘-”-’”’

6, U.S. Army test method In modified OFR. engine
(U.S.A.)

All these methods confine themselves to one single
characteristic value which, with the exception of the U.S.
Army method, is determined at a comparatively severe knock.
The test conditions of the methods differ from one another
only in the inlet-air temperatures, In the mixture ratio,
or in the r.p.m.

All the nnmed sin.qlo-vnlue methods, even if they rate
the fuels occasionally a% different requirement sta;es, “
were - by themselves - no useful indication, since fuels
of the same octane number frequently manifested a widely
var~-inq knook behavior in practical flight-operating con-
ditions. This applies in particular measure to aviation
fuels of class OZ 87 and over.

b) Discussion of Octane Ratinq .

The cause of the defe,:tive determination of the knock
tendency of different fuels by. these test methods is to be
found almost exclusively in the e~roLeous assumption that
the testing under one slnqle - even if uader always rigid-
ly prescribed - test condition, would be .fluff~cient to
draw conclusions for mll other fuel requirements. Tile
greatly changing temperature, pressure, and heat-transfer
conditions in flight operation cannot be reproduced by the
change of one single test condition - even if the estab-
lished valuo is obtained at th~ air-fuel ratio correspond-
ing to the greatest knock intensity.

As attractive and advantageous as a single-value
method saemed at first in reqard to t}le short test period, .
the cheapness of the method and the small amount of fuel
needed for a test - aS tho best solution for the knock
rating of fuels - the results proclnlmcd the need for a
multiple-value rating, which ultimately leads to tho dia-
q~ammatical presentation of the knock rntinq of fuels. In
the opinion of the DVL, tho conventional rnting by octane
number hms the followlng defects:

1. The rating is achieved at a too severe knock, as
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confirmed in the DVL tests (reference 3) made in 19.34-35.
In these experiments the different aviation fuels - while
retaining all test specificat~ons of the CFR engine method -
the incipient knock, i.e., the compression ratio at which
the first uniform audible kriock occurred, was ascertained
(fig. 1). It Is merely pointed out in this connection
thnt straight-run fuels with a knock characteristic of
over 100 octane units - which prove of predominantly aromat-
ic character, such as pure benzol, for example - possess,
under the requirements of the CFR engine method (mixture
“temperature 150° C.), a far earlier Incipient knock than
leaded benzene-like fuels, de~pite the fact that the com-
pression ratios were the came in all cases. This fact was
affirmed l)y supercharge tests.

2. The determination of the octane number at only
one-mixture temperature does not reproduce the temperature
susceptibility of the fuel. This fact is disclosed by the
different discrepancies of the research- and enqine-octaua
numbers of 87-octane fuels of different chemical composi-
tion.

J?usls predominmntl~

——-....————,

Research OZ

Engine OZ

Difference in
octane units

3. The testing at only one-mixture rctio, condi-
tioned by the maximum deflection of the knock Indicator
a+read upon, is insufficient for rating a fuel (fig. 2, am
reference 4). The testing of 87-octane fuels ovor the en-

. tire practical mixture ran~o discloses the knock charac-
teristic of leaded gasolines, especially by excess fuel,
to he far greater than that of the standard and substand-
ard reference fut?ls. Figure 3 illustrates the test data

“over ~he entire mixture range for 80- and 100-octane fuels
at 80 and 130° C. mixture temperatures.

4. Lastly, the use of the conventional standard and
substandard reference fuels for very knock-resistant fuels
leads , %ccause their temperature response is unliko that
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of leaded gasolines to erronaous.knock rating, as seen
-fromtheearlier pictura (fig: 2]: The use of leaded rqf-
erenoe gasolines should remove this drawback.

c) Formulation of Ootane Rating and Hew Rating Scales
for the Concept of Knook Tendency

The testing of avlmtion fuels in the CFR engine prob-
ably fares much better if, as suggested elsewhere (refer-
ences 9 and 10), the fuel knock is recorded:

n) at different Inlet and mixture tomneratures, re-
spectively: for instance,
150° c.;

at 50b, 100°, and

b) for different mixture ratios;

c) at incipient knock or, at any rate, at a less
severe knock thnn that of the CFR engine method.

These tests could be mnde forthwith, with the compres-
sion ratio as v~.rinble, but other scnles have nlso been
proposed. Thus Boerlage suggested the allownble boost
pressure nt incipient knock (reference 5); Evnns, Dodd,
and Gnrner (reference 6),the mnximum combustion pressure
memsur,able at incipient knock. That the correct procedure
will be nobody knows, since tho problem of finding a cor-
rect knock-rating scale in a knock-test engine, is ren-
“dered difficult by:

1)

2)

the difficulty of ascertaining the snme rating
quantity even in structurally identical test
enqines for an identical fuel under Identical
test conditions (reference 7);

the uncertain transferability of the data to
the single-cylinder or mul~icylinder aircraft
engine as a result of not knowing the actual
operating requirements in the aircraft engine.

KNOCK-RESISTANC3 TESTS IN THE SINGLE CYLIIVDER

a) Advantages of Supercharge Test

The lack of a~reement in fuel rating for practical
flight operation in the CFR engine, prompted the DVL also
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to rate the fuel knock accordtng to modern viewpoints.
Since, first of all, the question of transferability of the
CFR data to the aircraft engine remained unanswered, the
urqency of the problem. of determining the knock tendency
of fuels as definitely as possible for “aircraft-engine
conditions, suggested a test procedure in single cylinders.
Boorla~ele proposod choice of boost pressure as variable,
seemed the most favorable sinco it permitted tho dotermina-
tlon of the knock tendency of fuels in any desired single
cylinder under conditions similar to those of the complete
engine without requiring structural chanqos.

b) Determination of Knock Limitation

The development of the knock test showed that the
knock Intensity maintained in the octane rating in no way
resembled the requirements of tho fuel @ an aircraft en-
gine. The occurrence of the very first knock impacts -
1.0., the incipient knock, constitutes a moment of danger
for tho circrmft engine, and for this reason the DVL super-
charge method chos”e the incipient knock as the indication
for the knock intensity. Since tho present state of devel-
opment of the indicators makes the determination of the in-
cipient knock a complic,ztod and drawn-out procoduro, the
mudible method wns at first omployod. According to the ex-
periences of tho DVL, this Incipiency is best represented
by six to ten sharp knocks per minute. The accuracy of the
method is *15 mm Hg. Tho supercharge power was d~srogarded.

c) Choico of Test Conditions

To mak.o the suporch~.rgo method definltoly superior to
the octane-rating method, the selection of the test condi-
tions had to be made with due consideration to the condi-
tions of the complete enqine.

The fuels of mo.de.rnhigh-output aircraft engines must
have, first, a hi%h take-off power, i.e. , hiqh mean effec-
tive preesure at full throttle performance. Accordingly,
the supercharge test should include a run at :

a) starting speed;

b) with approximately 20-percent excess fuel;

c) the inlet air temperature corresponding tc the
supercharger installation for the different
design types.

.— —. .-.—.— .—.— — — ——
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Fuels for high-output aircraft engines must, further,
have good .l.eani-ngproper.ties. -:.~.e. r.correspondingly high
m.e.p. in the throttling ran”qe or, in other words, a test
at :

a) cruising flight r.p.m. ;

b) highest possible exoess of air;

c) respective inlet-mlr temper~.tures.

Hence the superch~rqe test has to be made under vnri-
ous conditions. For tests in the air-cooled BMW 132 sinqle-
cyltnder, the conditions were as follows:

1. Speed at 1,6!)0 r.p.m. because of the audible meth-
od and saving of the engine, sinco testinq nt the knock
limit at hlqher r.p.m. in (IZ 87 ongincs, would result in
serious disturbances. Although this r.p.m. does not corre-
spond to the starting conditions. it could ho proved in a
large numb,;r of tcete t;lnt the ordor of rating for differ-
ent fuels at different r.p.m. WSLS the stamo. Henco thci low
speed Is in nowlEo objectionable.

The mixtur~ r~.tio was chosen for a ran+e from
A= ““0.7to 1.%, thus comprising the conditions
of excess ric?mefis to :reatect possible lean-
ness.

Inlet-air tcmperatnres at X5? 90~ and 130° C.

For testinq the best spark advance, achieved with
excess air factors A = 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, and 1.3
for knock-free com-oustlon. (Further details
may ho found in Luftfahrtforschunq , vol. 16, no.
1, 1939 (reference 8)).

d) Effect of Test Conditions on the
Supercharqoability of 87-octane Fuel “

results of the DVL supercharge tofit method are
now discussed. Figure 4 gives-the limiting curves of the
allowa%le mean effective pressuro of a commercial aviation
gasoline that characterizes the CFR engine method with oc-
tane No. 87 for different inlet-air tomperaturos (35°, 80°,
100°, and 130° C.) plottod against the oxcoes nlr. The
lines of equal specific fuel consumption aro Included.
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Figure 5 indicates tho changes in mean effective pres-
sure (in percent of rated power) for the limiting c!urve of
an 87-octane fuel under the previously cited DVL condi-, .
tions at:

1. 1,200 and 2,500 r.p.m.;

2. 350 and 130° & inlet-air temperatures.

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of:

1. a 25-percent throttle setting;

2. change &f number of knocks (zero);

3. spark advance to 40° crank setting on the dis-
placement of the original limiting curve.

It is noted in ~assinq that no identification of in-
cipient knock was possible with the help of the pt dia-
gram or its first derivative. Measurements of the abso-
lute incipient knock with the aid of the second differen-
tial quotient (equntion 12) confirm, however, tho pormi~-
sible superchargoability obtained by the audible method
(fig. 7). Thene measurements were made in the CFR enqine.
The results with the BMT 132 single-cylinder are shown in
figure 8. Tho tect point obtained by the audiblo method—

dap
lies in the bend of the ch~racteristic curves of for~z
h = 0:75, 0.9, and 1.0. Thofio .experimonts wero mado by
the Institute for Fuel Sesenrch in collaboration with F.
Lichtenber~er, and. arc to be continued SCI as to yield F.
quick and simple determination of the incipient knock, in-
dependent of audition. U.S. supercharge tests by Rothr~ck
and Biormann (reforenco 11.) - who also determined the in-
cipient knock by the electrical method - likewise dis-
closed a parallel course to the limiting curves defined by
audible knock.

Wlnile the test data cited so far were obtained in a
3.06-liter engine , figure 9 shown the superchargeability
of an 87-octane fuel under different operating conditions
in a 2-llter liquid-cooled single-cylinder test engine.
The order of the effects-of the different operating condi-
tions on the allowable superchargeability ~.nd mean effective
pressure (“in percent of the rated power) is as follows:

I
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1. Compression ratio 4. Inlet-air temperature
.. ,. ... . .............. ...

2. Spark advance 5. Coolant temperature

3. Excess air 6. Revolutions per minute

TPhnt effect the size of the swept volumo under dis-
similar cooling has on the allowable superchargeablllty
in relation to excess air may bo aoen from the four exnm-
ples illustrated in figure 10.

Other results for single cyllnders of different de-
sign typo made In tha DVL by Dr. Borq, aro omitted for
lack of space.

e) Allowable ”Supercharqeability of Fuels of
Equal Octane Num-oor - Thol.r Chemical Composition

The significance of the chemical composition of fuels
for the obtainable allowablo boost presouro is of partic-
ular interest for the devolopmcnt of avi,ation fuels &s il-
lustrated on a few soloctod oxamplos. l’i~uro 11 showQ tho
relation of allomablo supcrchnrgeability of three chomic-
al.ly dissimilar 87-octano fuo.ls to the mixture ratio un-
der identical test conditions in n llquid-cooled singlc-
cylinder cngino. Tho high suporchc.rqoa-oility of 6trOnqlY
aromr.tic fuels, espocinlly with consider{~.ble exceso rich-
ness, is plainly apparent while on leaning with increns-
in.g aromatic content of the fuels, a more profound reduc-
tion of the limiting curves is noticeable in contrast to
the paraffinic-naphthylic fuels. Figuro 12 shows the re-
lation of allowable boost pressure to inlet-air tempera-
ture with A = 0.9 for the same fuals. These tests re-
veal, aside from the superiority of aromatic fuels at low
inlet-air temperatures, their grent temperature suscepti-
bility. Fuels of paraffinic-naphthaleni c nature have Far
more temperature stability.

F1.gure 13 shows the extreme areas of obtainable m.e.p.
&n percent of rated power) at equal number of knocks plot-
ted against excess air and inlet-air temperature for 87-
octane fuels. The” effect of the dissimilar chemical com-
position of the fuels is readily apparent. Figure 14 is
the graph for two 100-octane fuels and manifests the temper-
ature susceptibility of th~ aromatic fuel. In spite of the
Identical octane number of t%~ paraffinic fuel and its mi-
nor temperature relation, its .supori.ority ie sllght and,

. .

— .- . . - ..- — .—-
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at that, confined to the excess air ranqe at very high
inlet-air temperatures. The correctness of this rating was
confirmed in recent aircraft-engine tests.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DVL SUPZRCILARGE

TEST METHOD IN PRACTIC31

The correlation of the supercharge test at several
Inlet-air temperatures with the octane numbers obtained by
various methods, affords the conditions Illustrated in
figures 15 and 16. A similar result ie obtained from a
comparison of the differences of the research- and engine-
octane numhor with the differences of tho allowablo boost
pressure at different inlet-air temperatures and ~ = 1.05
excess of air. It moans, in other words, that the rating
of fuels in the CFR onqlno by any method, does not simu-
late their requirements in tho single cylinder.

With the newly developed DVL supercharge method, on
the other hand, a rating is offered that corresponds to
tho actual requirements.

Its chief advantages nre as follors:

1.

2.

7L,

The knock tendency of fuels is tested direct in
actual engine cylinders.

The fuels are tested under conditions most
closely approaching actual service.

The rating %y several values permits conclu-
sions for the development of 100-octane en-
gines and fuels.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 13.- Obtainable b.m.e.p. Figure 14.- Obtainable b.rn.e,p.
at knock boundary at knock boundary

of two 87-octane fuels by DVL of two 100-octane fuels by DVL
test method. test method.
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